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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The City of Castlegar Airport Master Plan will guide future development of the West Kootenay Regional Airport
(WKRA). This Master Plan program includes site analysis with review of airport ground access, runway, taxiways,
aprons, Air Terminal Building (ATB) and services, hangars, vehicle and aircraft parking, air navigation infrastructure,
utilities and services, airport maintenance buildings, emergency response services, noise management,
environmental planning, security and land use. The relationship of the Airport Master Plan with the Official
Community Plan (OCP) and adjacent planning is also considered.
The primary strategic direction of the Airport Master plan is to manage and operate the airport in a safe, secure and
efficient manner, maximize commercial revenue and achieve ongoing financial viability. The Airport Master Plan
provides guidance for airport development over a 25-year horizon. The Airport Master Plan includes a Land Use
Plan, Development Concepts, Capital Financial Plan and a Revenue Plan.
The Aviation Environment – WKRA is served by Air Canada Express (Jazz), with daily flights to both Vancouver
and Calgary using a Dash 8-300 aircraft. The airport also serves private aircraft and a small number of business
aircraft. On average, the West Kootenay Regional Airport is responsible for moving nearly 75,000 passengers in and
out of the region.
Weather and topography have historically challenged the capability of the airport and is often the reason behind flight
cancellations, particularly in the shoulder months around winter. There are a number of flights cancelled every year,
having a direct impact on passengers and stakeholders.
Number of Passenger Movements

Year
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

Enplaning
Passengers

Deplaned
Passengers

Commercial
Flights
Operated

Non-Operating
Flights

Success Rate

36, 852
40,682

36,269
39,545

1,368
1,317

192
178

85.3%
94.3%

39,276

37,927

1,378

207

84.1%

37,251

37,370

1,348

198

84.4%

37,465

36,606

1,316

225

82.0%

The airport has very few general aviation (G/A) aircraft based at WKRA with relatively few G/A movements. There are
larger bases of general aviation aircraft at the Nelson Airport and at Trail Regional Airport.
There are six (6) communities within the Castlegar airport catchment area. The catchment area has been defined to
fall between the two next most significant airports east and west of WKRA. To the north-west, is Kelowna Airport and
to the east is Cranbrook Airport. The following communities fall within a 75 km radius of Castlegar: Trail (29.6 km),
Nelson (44.1 km), Rossland (57.2 km), Grand Forks (66 km) and Salmo (42.1 km).
Passenger Forecast – Forecast of future airport activity are an essential tool for airport planning and financing
decisions. These forecasts provide guidance on future passenger, cargo, and aircraft activity that the airport may
face. When these forecasts are compared to existing facility capability and capacity, they can help to define future
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facility, commercial, and financing requirements to meet the future demand. Aside from being used for airport
planning and investment decisions, forecasts can also be utilized for route development and as a marketing tool for
tourism strategies. Given that the forecasts prepared are used to define facility requirements in the Airport Master
Plan study, it is important to develop baseline long-term projections which are realistic and pragmatic.
Air Canada Jazz operates daily scheduled flights to both Vancouver and Calgary using Dash-8-300s. In 2017, the
WKRA handled 74,621 passengers translating into an annual growth of 0.4% since 1985. While passenger growth
has been modest since 1985 it is worth noting that during the last five years growth at the airport has somewhat
accelerated by an average of 1.2% per annum. During this period Air Canada/Jazz increased capacity by 1.2% per
annum on the route to Vancouver whereas the smaller route to Calgary has seen an annual capacity increase of
nearly 3%.
Given the terrain, weather and airport configuration, landing and take-offs may often be cancelled at times,
particularly with low cloud conditions. Given that airport activity is tied to airport operational reliability the airport is
working to increase reliability by introducing a designated Required Navigation Performance (RNP) procedure which
would reduce operational ceiling minima. Once implemented, it is assumed that RNP would improve the reliability of
the airport, resulting in passenger and aircraft movement growth in the range of 20 to 30% initially; improved air
access reliability would likely spurn additional growth in general aviation aircraft based at WKRA and reverse the
declining trend in aircraft movements. Currently the airport terminal is unable to accommodate the larger Dash 8Q400, but the forecast assumes that by 2022 the terminal would be expanded to accommodate this type of aircraft.
During the forecast period, passenger traffic is forecasted to grow at an average annual rate of 2.2%, reaching
128,148 passengers by 2042.

Passenger Forecast, WKRA
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The airport is projected to be RNP capable in 2024 which, if implemented successfully, will have a dramatic impact on
the airport’s reliability. Historically the load factor at the airport has been about 50% and by 2024 it is expected to
increase to about 62% driven mainly by improved operational reliability.
It is projected that Air Canada may, over time, replace some Dash 8 Q300 operations with the Dash 8 Q400 (with its
lower seat costs). More specifically in 2024 the Master Plan assumes that all flights to / from Calgary would remain
on the Dash 8 Q300, but that half of the flights to/ from Vancouver would be operated with the Dash 8 Q400 (while
the rest would continue as Dash 8 Q300 operations).
Once improved instrument approaches are established at WKRA, passenger demand at the airport is expected to
grow by 25% and reach 95,000 by the end of 2024. For the remainder of the forecast (i.e. beyond 2024) the airport is
projected to grow annually by 1.3% and for the entire 20-year forecast period annual growth is projected to average
2.2%.
Air Traffic Movements – The projection of aircraft movements was forecast separately for itinerant and local and for
itinerant by segment: civil commercial, private and government and military. For the long-term forecast, the projection
of commercial movements was derived from the projection of passenger traffic and is expected to grow over time.
With respect to aircraft movement linked activities other than commercial, (e.g. G/A, military) they have declined
significantly over the last 20 years and moving forward this is expected to continue (albeit at a slower pace).
The aircraft movement forecast is based on forecast passenger levels, historical trends, industry development and
local economic factors affecting aviation. Over the next 25 years we expect movements to increase annually by 1.2%
reaching 9,276 by 2042.
Total Aircraft Movement Forecast, WKRA
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Airside Infrastructure – The airport configuration is centered around a single runway, Runway 15-33 and the airport
is certified to Transport Canada’s TP312 4th Edition of Aerodrome Standards. Runway 15 (154°) – 33 (334° degrees)
is classified as a Non-Instrument, Code 3C runway, and is only certified for daytime operations (there is no runway
edge lighting). The runway is 150 ft (45 m) wide by 5,299 ft. (1,615 m); the current Critical Aircraft is the DH-8-300,
operated by Air Canada Jazz. The typical aircraft wingspan for this runway environment is from 24 m up to but not
including 36 m, (49 ft. to 79 ft.). An Aerodrome Beacon is located west of the mid-point of the runway on top of the old
Air Traffic Control tower. There are 3 windsocks, at either runway end, and at midfield. The approach lights (ODALs)
for the Runway 33 approach are non-standard, with only 4 aligned lights, not 5. There are Runway Identification
Lights (RILS) at the Runway 15 threshold.
Airfield Capacity – The single runway and limited taxiways can accommodate approximately 24 to 30 movements
per hour. The number of movements is reduced from 30 when Air Canada or other large commercial aircraft are
backtracking the runway for departure and waiting for departure clearance from Nav Canada. If the runway had
multiple exit / entrance taxiways, including at the thresholds, the runway could potentially accommodate up to 50
movements an hour in visual flight conditions, and up to 48 movements an hour in instrument flight conditions. The
total available annual aircraft movement capacity for WKRA is currently 73,000 movements but an airfield with
additional taxiways could enable the airport to accommodate approximately 174,000 (instrument flight conditions) or
186,000 movements in visual flight conditions. Historically, the airport has not had more than 25,000 aircraft
movements per annum.
Alpha taxiway is the only available
taxiway exit / entrance for the main
apron and commercial air carriers.
Taxiway Bravo is in need of repair
and is weight restricted. Additional
taxiway infrastructure would improve
the operational efficiency and safety
of the runway system while
contributing to improving the
environmental footprint of the airport.
Alpha and Bravo Taxiways should
be able to accommodate the larger
Dash-8-Q400 while providing the
minimum offset distances to edge of
pavement from the outer main gear
of the aircraft. The runway can be extended in future to accommodate larger, faster aircraft; although the area is
minimum, an additional 200 m of runway will reduce the weight penalties that exist for AC Jazz on a short runway.
Runway End Safety Areas (RESA) are also contemplated within the plan, meeting potentially new regulated
requirements based on previous indication by Transport Canada. Taxiways Charlie and Delta (AGN II) are private
use only. The Aerial Fire Fighting Tanker Base has its own direct to runway access from Charlie and Delta Taxiways;
these taxiways are not used by Air Canada Jazz or other commercial operators.
There are no runway entrance / exit taxiways from the runway thresholds, which reduces practical capacity, and
leads to increased inefficiencies regarding fuel burn and operating time on the runway for aircraft conducting
backtracking taxi operations to runway thresholds for departure (or to turn around and exit the runway back on Alpha
or Bravo).
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The WKRA Land Use Plan is indicated on the back page of this summary document in 11 x 17 format.
Land Use and Groundside Development Concepts – Currently, the airport has a well-defined zoning by-law plan
that should be assigned to each developable parcel. In moving forward with the development of airport parcels, the
City of Castlegar Zoning Bylaws must be taken into consideration. In addition to local by-laws, Stantec has provided
airport land development guidelines, which will assist the City of Castlegar with common areas of concern and best
practices developed over many years of combined experience working with a variety of airports in Canada and
abroad. Consultation sessions took the form of on-site One-on-One meetings and telephone interviews. Following
those consultation sessions, a number of potential concepts were identified. The next step in the process was to carry
out a high-level validation process to determine which concepts should be retained.
Airport Land Development Concepts
Concept

General Aviation
Airpark and
Cabins

ATB, Aeronautical
and Aviation
Related
Commercial

Commercial
Development

Light Industrial
Park

Parcel

P1

P2

Justification
There is an opportunity to dedicate land at the airport to encourage future
growth of general aviation activities, by way of hangar development. T-Hangars,
regular box hangars and cabins could be constructed and used by GA pilots on
the east side of the airfield. There is an opportunity to attract more GA clientele
back at the airport, which in turn will generate revenues in terms of hangar
leased, fuel sales and other uses.
The western ramp area already has a number of businesses and organizations
that have elected to reside on the airport. There are, however, a number of other
parcels of land available for a number of other buildings. Also, the land at the
airport provides a two-tier land elevation situation. It is desirable to utilize the
upper-tier plateau for airside use and if required in future, plan for a parallel
taxiway and apron expansion toward the highway to accommodate additional
hangars. This is the only land available for the airport to develop aviation and
aeronautical activities upon. P3 and P4 are on the lower tier land.

P3

The lower elevation lands on the west side of the airport close to the highway is
a large area. It is easily accessible from the highway and hence offers an
opportunity for Castlegar to benefit from out of town customers. By selecting the
appropriate tenants, this commercial development park would bring new retail
and revenue generating opportunities to Castlegar. In selecting tenants for this
parcel, it is important to ensure that this opportunity doesn’t create an exodus
from the downtown core.

P4

The lower level of the south-west portion of the airfield cannot be used for
airside development. This is a suitable area to accommodate other industrial
uses. It is proposed to use a portion of this land area to develop a light industrial
park where businesses can setup their facility and be near the highway, making
it easy to leave town on the way to their market clients/customers. This Light
Industrial Park would bring economic development as well as creative
landscaping to the city to help drive growth to Castlegar.

Airside Development Concepts – Development of the East Side General Aviation (GA) Area could be initiated at
the South-East corner and built out as demand grows and lots are leased. The parallel taxiway and additional lots can
be expanded to the north or the south from the ends of GA development area to the central runway area.
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The sketch below indicates the addition of a new portion of parallel taxiway, beginning at taxiway Alpha and the
Terminal Apron, extending 250 m to the north to connect with the threshold Runway 15. This would improve runway
capacity in the peak hour, provide time for pilots to complete checks and obtain ATC departure clearances prior to
entering the runway, and will improve future aircraft parking positioning and access/egress (utilizing power-in and
power-out operations. This taxiway expansion should be considered in the short to medium term airport infrastructure
development plan.
Proposed Future Taxiway to Threshold Runway 15 from Alpha

The future addition of an exit taxiway at the Threshold of Runway 33, with a turn-around bay (and holding bay) at
appropriate setbacks from the Runway Centreline. This configuration would improve runway capacity in the peak
hour, and reduce aircraft delays in busy peak hour periods. This development could be considered as and when
aircraft movement demand warrants but may be particularly beneficial during the peak hours in busy fire fighting
seasons. This can also be seen as a major upgrade to safe operations, with improved separation of arrival and
departing traffic.
Proposed Future Taxiway to Threshold Runway 15 from Alpha
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The main terminal apron has a combination of asphalt and concrete pavements; the concrete pads are used as
parking positions for the Dash-8 300 aircraft flown by Air Canada Jazz. There is limited space available for aircraft
parking and while allowing concurrent use of Taxiway Alpha and the apron for large aircraft operations. The
development of additional apron parking space should be considered for the south end of the main terminal apron.
Although it may not be required in the short term, it can be used to support FBO parking and to accommodate the
parking requirements for unscheduled arrivals of larger aircraft.
Airside access gates and roads, cargo storage/staging areas and additional hangar space are three areas which are
currently underserved at WKRA. Improved facilitation of aviation businesses on the airfield will better enable airport
management to accommodate new aviation business namely new or expanded FBO, hangarage, and related GA
services.
Consideration should be given to improving the Navigational Aids and Visual Aids to support low-visibility / low-ceiling
operations and future RNP (Required Navigational Performance) approaches. An RVR (runway visual range) system,
additional approach lights (Medium Intensity Approach Lighting System, Runway End Id Lights, etc.) could be
installed to improve pilot sighting of the runway on approach. Preparing the WKRA to become an Instrument, NonPrecision Runway will enable reliable air access through improved flight approaches and departure procedures.
The key technological improvement with the most to offer WKRA in terms of reliable air access is an RNP (Required
Navigation Performance); however, it should be noted that an instrument departure procedure must also be
considered, since aircraft that land in low-cloud conditions will also need to depart / take-off in the same conditions. It
would be a great disbenefit if aircraft can land, but not depart, defeating the purpose of investing in approach
improvements with an RNP system. The minimum cloud ceiling for takeoff and landing at the WKRA could be
lowered from the current 3,000 feet to 1,000 feet (Jeppesen report) which would result in making the airport more
reliable for air carriers and passengers.
An RNP system consists of computer software developed with Nav Canada for a specific airport and operated by the
airline. It requires no additional equipment at the airport. The narrower valley and steeper mountainsides in Castlegar
make RNP protocols more difficult to develop. The airline would have to commit to first testing the newly developed
system in a simulator and training its pilots and it would involve upgrading the aircraft to a more advanced plane,
likely the Dash 8-Q400. Advanced avionics in another aircraft could also meet the requirements.
The following steps would support improved air access through low cloud weather conditions:
Undertake consultations with Nav Canada and Transport Canada on potential implementation of an RNP
procedure, potential non-precision instrument departure procedures that would improve safety and air
accessibility and reliability;
Discussions with Air Canada Express / Jazz to become partners in the opportunity to improve the air access
conditions, which would drastically improve flight reliability, and cost effectiveness;
Consideration of new approach lighting and potentially new / additional hazard beacons to enhance the safe
operations during approaches through weather, allowing pilots to ‘see’ the runway during marginal cloud
cover conditions;
Consideration of offset runway approach / departure paths from Runway 15 – 33, allowing aircraft to avoid
dangerous mountain terrain; and
Investment planning with the aid of government funding from Transport Canada, (through the Airports
Capital Assistance Program).
Air Canada is not yet considering the incorporation of RNP at WKRA, since their aircraft (DASH 8 – 300) are not
currently equipped with supporting RNP instrumentation. The Dash 8 Q400, which is planned to replace the older
Dash 8-300s, are equipped with this technology; Air Canada is currently studying the use of the Q400 at WKRA.
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Air Terminal Building (ATB) – Providing sufficient capacity in an air terminal building is one of the main
considerations when promoting the commercial growth of airports. Insufficient space leads to congestion affecting
both passengers and airline operations. The alternative, too much space, creates overcapacity issues that increase
the cost of operations. Terminal expansion is predicated using peak hour passenger volumes.
Forecast Passenger Growth
2017
74,071

2042
128,148

% Change
+73%

Peak Hour Departing
Passengers

47

80

+70%

Peak Hour Arriving
Passengers

47

80

+70%

Annual Passengers

The implications of the peak hour forecast are sizable for terminal planning. Continuous flows of arriving passengers
can present congestion challenges as the peak hour passenger traffic increases over time. Congestion from high
passenger numbers is expected to be most evident in key systems such as the pre-board screening, the hold room
and the baggage carousel.
Operationally, the following shortcomings are evident in the ATB:
congestion at the pre-board screening and overcrowded hold room
the proximity of the airside arrivals and departure doors
noncompliant CATSA facilities
an undersized boardroom
inadequate kitchen facilities in the café
no flight information display screens and poor signage.
In developing the building plans for the WKRA Airport Master Plan, the following factors are considered: 1) the
passenger forecast to 2042, 2) the maintenance of IATA Level of Services B – aka ‘optimum’, 3) the existing
constraints noted above, and 4) the necessity to maintain a safe, attractive, and operational and energy efficient
building. The existing ATB has a footprint of 1340 square meters and a gross building area of 1480 square metres.
The proposal is to expand the existing building to 1940 square metres, by extending 2.5 metres onto the existing
apron and 13 to the north.
The key initiatives in the ATB development concept are as follows:
A modest expansion of the preboard screening area to allow passengers, on arrival, to drop their checked
luggage for screening, and then return to the amenities of the landside concourse until the flight is called, at
which point they would re-enter for personal and hand baggage screening
Space for a future screening line, when on installation, the original line would be a bag drop only, and the
new line for personal pre-board screening
Expansion of the hold room to the 93 seats and standing room for 24, with the addition of a washroom and
vending
A new, expanded arrivals area, with 16 meters of baggage belt frontage and an oversize baggage chute
A new administration suite in the old weather office
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Other features of the proposed ATB renovation and expansion development concept include:
New check-in counters
New airline offices, with provision for two airlines
A new suite for the CATSA office and lunchroom
A new passenger lounge area
Refurbished washrooms
An upgraded kitchen for the café
A new commissionaire’s station and information desk
A new retail concession and relocated car rental
An expanded baggage make-up area with space for two airlines
Provision for future check in kiosks.

The building plans show the construction to be built in two phases. The first phase is the major one. The second is
triggered by the arrival of a second airline. This requires additional airline offices and an expansion of the baggage
make up area. Also included in the latter phase is the additional of a second CATSA screening line – the first to be
dedicated to a bag drop and the second to the passenger screening. However, given the much smaller scope of that
second phase, it may be decided that it is more cost effective to integrate both phases into a single construction project.
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Phase 1 ATB Expansion – Arrival Hall, Departure Hold Room and Concessions
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Phase 2 ATB Expansion – Airline Offices and Baggage Make-Up Area
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Airport Groundside Access – The main entrance to the airport currently funnels all traffic into the airport through
this single access point, and gaming centre traffic must proceed past the terminal. There is an opportunity to
redevelop the main entrance such that the flows of traffic to the gaming centre can be separated from traffic destined
for the passenger terminal and aviation commercial lots. In future, as new commercial lands develop, a 2nd airport
access point will be required at the south-west corner of the airport.
There has also been discussion on a second all-directional access point along Highway 3A located south of the
Highway 3 / 3A interchange and north of the Commercial Truck Weigh Scale. This intersection will provide
considerable resources from a traffic and transportation planning perspective for airport functions and for the
proposed commercial development. Considering both the existing traffic and the proposed development related
traffic, the following was assumed:
Existing Traffic - 80% of existing traffic to/from Airport Access / Frank Beinder Way remain at this access
and the other 20% are redistributed to the Airport Access South.
Development Related Traffic - 25% of the Commercial or Light Industrial Traffic are directed to the existing
Airport Access and 75% are directed to the new Airport Access South.
Directional Distribution: 75% of traffic enters and exits from the south with the remaining 25% entering and exiting to
the north. A single lane roundabout with an inscribed circle diameter of 40 meters was considered at this location and
from an operational perspective, the roundabout shown below provides an overall Level of Service (LOS) ‘A’ and
would provide great LOS for future years of traffic and development.
Planned Round-About at North (Existing) Airport Access

Airport South Access is shown with full acceleration and deceleration lanes for northbound and southbound directions
(similar to the existing North Airport Access). Right-turn cut-offs (RTCO’s) and median left-turn lanes are identified for
the Airport Commercial side only. The west side access leads to a Road Maintenance Yard; further study is required
to determine timing what the future intersection should look like and whether traffic signals are required.
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Planned South Access Road at Highway 3A

Revenue Plan – There is an opportunity to increase revenues over the existing incomes at WKRA. In particular, the
passenger departure fee and groundside parking fee revenues can be adjusted upwards.
Departure Fees: There is a current $7 per departing passenger fee. This fee can be adjusted upwards to the $12.50
mark as a minimum and may even suggest $15.00 per passenger, but this would need to be allocated to approved
projects coming out of the airport master plan recommendations and the terminal expansion in particular. This could
generate $600,000 in fees and perhaps a significant portion of this ($300,000) could go into the capital fund annually
for their contribution for the terminal facility upgrades as well as other capital requirements. It is recommended that
the City create a capital budget deposit for Year 1 projects; by Year 2 WKRA would have $600,000 for terminal
expansion and capital projects.
Groundside Parking Fees: The parking revenues could provide a significant increase with reasonable increases to
the hourly and daily rates. Current parking fees are $5.00 per day and $0.50 for 30 minutes. WKRA could increase
the rates as follows:
The hourly rate minimum amount should be at least $1.00 per hour (so actually stays the same charge but
minimum time is 1 hour not 30 minutes).
The daily rate minimum is $8.00 for a daily rate for a 12-hour period, (6 am to 6 pm). Add in a 24-hour rate
and which becomes $12 per 24-hour period.
The weekly rate could come in at $50.00 to $60.00 per week. This will substantially increase the parking
fees as well and should be linked into the parking lot and entranceway renovations.
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Rental and Ground Leases: Benchmarking with comparable airports has been completed, allowing WKRA to review
rates with comparable airports; there is potential for increasing revenues from existing, building rents and from new
leases. Air terminal building rents and land lease revenues can be improved once the terminal expansion project
begins. The entire GA development area will add a future revenue stream; additional based aircraft will result in
expanded revenues from fuel sales and hangar / land rentals.
Implementation Plan – The capacity development and associated infrastructure for the continued growth and
development of the West Kootenay Regional Airport will require strategic, well managed and phased investments
triggered by actual demand. The increased activity in passenger volumes forecasted for the airport through the 25year planning window, combined with the demand and potential for an expanded route network, are the primary
drivers for the significant early investments related the redevelopment and expansion of the air terminal building.

A short runway extension to the south, and Runway End Safety Areas (RESA) are planned at both runway ends. The
potential for larger Q400 aircraft into the market would benefit from the 200 m runway extension. Planning for new
taxiway exit / entrances to the runway and a portion of parallel taxiway, while protecting for a future, full-length
parallel taxiway, would enhance the peak hour and annual capacity of the runway system by reducing runway
occupancy times while enabling expansion of airside lease lots.
The importance of implementing improved instrument approaches and departure procedures with RNP capability
cannot be understated. Should Air Canada Jazz fly RNP capable DH-8-Q400 aircraft in future, having a strategy and
a collaborative approach in place will be critical. The WKRA will need to create a collaborative partnership between
the airline, Nav Canada and Transport Canada.
The commercial, industrial and hotel land development opportunities will support the airport through valuable land
rents and the stimulation of air travel through the business-related activities of the industries investing around the
airport. The priority developments are: a) the airside aprons and aviation commercial lands for development, b) the
expanded general aviation development area on the east and south end of runway 15-33, and c) the non-aviation
opportunity for land development on the south-west portion of the airport.
The terminal development may be the most critical investment if new Q400 aircraft and/or additional flights are to
serve the WKRA. The terminal renovation and expansion will resolve current concerns regarding facilitation, the
passenger experience, choice of amenities and comfort levels in the ATB.
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WKRA Land Use Plan Phasing– The recommended developments are indicated below, anticipated to occur in the
short, medium and long term; a yearly timeline is provided for capital planning purposes, but actual development is
triggered by real demand, so timing may shift.
Preliminary cost estimates are provided for each phase, with contingencies in the range of 10-30% depending on the
nature of the capital item. Capital funds are planned as shared between federal and provincial grant funding
programs, the private sector (related to commercial land development) and the City. Castlegar’s portion of the
estimated capital cost of all projects indicated, over 20 – 25 years, is over $21 million. The estimated total cost of all
projects, including private sector development of lands, is estimated to be over $125 million.
Phase 1: Short Term (2019 – 2024)
Development triggers:
Improved approach / departure instrumentation (RNP capability) and go-forward confirmation with ACA
Jazz, Nav Canada and Transport Canada
Q400 aircraft serving WKRA and / or DH-8-300 aircraft become RNP capable
G/A demand for hangar space growing and new hangar plots leased
Demand for commercial and light industrial development, new leases
Infrastructure Works:
Apron Expansion, removal of helipad and fuel tanks near ATB
Addition of new approach lighting (South Approach to Runway 15)
Upgrade / Expand airport Field Electrical Centre (FEC)
Runway extension and new RESAs (runway end safety areas)
Terminal building renovations and phase 1 expansion
North / main airport entrance intersection improvements and new roundabout
Land services and preparation for new lease lots in P3, P4
Phase 2: Medium Term (2025 – 2029)
Development triggers:
Additional frequency of air carrier movements and new destinations
New, additional based aircraft and growing G/A activity and, FBO expansion and additional fuel services
Growing passenger demand, new air services and
Growth in commercial and industrial lease lot demand and actualization of new businesses
Infrastructure Requirements:
Apron Expansion (to south) infill portion of grass islands; parallel taxiway expansion Alpha to Delta
Taxiway Expansion, Taxiway Alpha to Threshold of Runway 15
Partial parallel taxiway / jug-handle taxiway works
East side taxiway, G/A (general aviation) Airpark
G/A lot servicing / FBO and Hangar expansion
New South End Access Road, servicing of commercial developments in the south-west end of the airport
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Phase 3: Long Term (2029 and Beyond)
Development triggers:
Additional air carrier frequency
New cargo and/or logistics operations
Growing general aviation activity and additional lease lot demand by based aircraft
Infrastructure Requirements:
Completion of full parallel taxiway, west side and new apron and taxiway for P2 parcels
Additional general aviation lot development, and full-length parallel taxiway, east side
Terminal building expansion, improved and updated passenger facilitation processes
New combined services (operations and maintenance) and equipment storage buildings
Expanding lease lots in P1, P2 and P4
Detailed capital planning cost estimates, funding and future revenue opportunities are provided in greater detail within
the Airport Master Plan. The feasibility of particular aspects of development must have agreements in principal
between the City of Castlegar and the major stakeholders prior to implementation. Federal and Provincial Funding
opportunities exist to offset a portion of capital costs. Significant capital investment by private companies and
individuals will offset WKRA capital costs. Some items may be shift to later phases, pending actual demand.
Airport Master Plan – Phased Capital Program

Capital Items, Phase

Total Project

WKRA Portion

Private / Grants

Airside Infra, & P1/P2:

$7,443,700

$1,684,925

$5,758,775

ATB/Buildings:

$6,726,630

$2,570,652

$4,155,978

Access Road, north:

$913,762

$91,376

$822,386

Landside Com. Dev:

$49,872,950

$4,699,487

$45,173,463

Phase 1 Sub-totals

$64,957,043

$9,046,441

$55,910,602

$21,098,762

$6,387,835

$14,710,927

$1,087,269

$466,108

$621,161

$540,000

$54,000

$486,000

Phase 1:

Phase 2:
Airside Infra & Parcels:
ATB/Buildings:
Access Roads, south:
Landside Com. Dev:

$13,747,140

$435,402

$13,311,738

Phase 2 Sub-totals

$36,473,171

$7,343,344

$29,129,827

$12,382,289

$4,109,971

$8,272,318

ATB/Buildings:

$750,000

$375,000

$375,000

Access Roads:

$0

$0

$0

Landside Com. Dev:

$10,461,000

$209,220

$10,251,780

Phase 3 Sub-totals

$23,593,289

$4,694,191

$18,899,098

$125,023,503

$21,083,977

$103,939,526

Phase 3:
Airside Infra & P1/P2:

Total Estimated Costs:
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The WKRA portion of capital costs can be partially offset by the introduction of new revenue sources such as new
aviation lease lots and increases to existing fees and charges. Revenues from potential land sales should be set
aside for capital investments in airport infrastructure, where grant funding is not available. Each investment decision
will need to be carefully reviewed against actual demand, potential revenue and strategic value of the capital item.

Nav Canada Tower, Flight Advisory Services (not Air Traffic Control)
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